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Billy Phelan's Greatest Game
2011-12-22

billy phelan a slightly tarnished poker player pool hustler and small time bookie moves through the lurid nighttime glare of a
tough depression era town a resourceful man full of irish pluck billy works the fringes of albany sporting life with his own
particular style and private code of honor until he finds himself in the dangerous position of potential go between in the
kidnapping of a political boss s son in relating billy s fall from the underworld grace and his storybook redemption kennedy
captures the seamy underside of a brassy sweaty city that would prefer to pretend that the depression doesn t exist

Reading William Kennedy
2001-12-01

a favorite of library and community reading groups william kennedy is best known for his novels ironweed and his most
recent the flaming corsage this eminently readable book provides a helpful introduction to students and others interested in
his work with engaging candor michael patrick gillespie provides a keen analysis of kennedy s best known works a firm base
for interpretation and a better understanding of the cultural world that shapes the characters and informs the plots of
kennedy s novels rather than prescribing what one should see when reading kennedy s works the book moves to the next
stage of exploring diverse responses to kennedy s canon broadening the reader s awareness of the range of alternative
strategies and perspective gillespie begins with an introduction that outlines the imaginative context for kennedy s work
subsequent chapters in three parts provide extended treatments of his early work key elements in the first three albany
novels and finally the maturity of his overall fiction including his new play grand view



Contemporary American Fiction
2000

millard leads the interpretation of post 1970 fiction by addressing particular authors and themes

Bootlegger of the Soul
2019-02-06

a celebration of the pulitzer prize winning novelist who put albany on the world s literary map the award winning novelist
william kennedy is perhaps best known for his albany cycle a series of novels that put albany on the world s literary map
alongside james joyce s dublin gabriel garcía márquez s macondo and william faulkner s yoknapatawpha county bootlegger
of the soul offers a fresh and authoritative overview of kennedy s long literary career and his astonishing trajectory from
journalist to struggling novelist to pulitzer prize winner included here are reviews interviews and scholarly essays on
kennedy s work as well as essays speeches a play and a short story by the author himself together with more than fifty
historical and personal photographs lively readable and brimming with the infectious wit and lyrical prose that animates
kennedy s novels bootlegger of the soul is a celebration of a writer still working hard at his craft at age ninety suzanne lance
is associate director of the new york state writers institute at the university at albany state university of new york paul
grondahl is director of the new york state writers institute and is the author of several books including mayor corning albany
icon albany enigma and i rose like a rocket the political education of theodore roosevelt

Modern Irish-American Fiction
1989-07-01

reflected in these writings from twenty one irish americans are the themes common to all immigrant literature but from the



authors own ethnic point of view the struggle for success forms the underlying structure in the stories by o hara curran and
mccarthy and the changing values the new world imposes on the individual are seen in edwin o connor s grand day for mr
garvey irish wit and black humor pepper all the stories as represented by dunn s bartender philosopher dooley and donleavy
s fairy tale of new york catholicism is omnipresent and is often characterized by the priest as in fitzgerald s benediction
power s bill and flaherty s fogarty themes that have an immense effect on the characters relationships are their difficulties in
communicating with one another which gill captures succinctly in the cemetery and the repositioning of gender roles so
evident in cullinan s life after death and in costello s murphy s xmas finally there are the intense often contradictory feelings
the characters have toward their homeland hamill s gift illustrates the desire to rid ireland of british rule gordon s
neighborhood shows the immigrants embarrassment over their origins editors casey and rhodes have organized these
pieces chronologically beginning at the turn of the century thus the selections illustrate the progression of irish american
literature and also fulfill the word of william kennedy who said of his own writing those who came before helped to show me
how to turn experience into literature

As It Was
2024-04-30

as it was traces the challenges the author faces looking inward in traveling outward and discovering in american writers
stories of flight loss guilt posturing and love the challenges confronting readers

Twentieth-Century and Contemporary American Literature in Context [4
volumes]
2021-06-04

this four volume reference work surveys american literature from the early 20th century to the present day featuring a



diverse range of american works and authors and an expansive selection of primary source materials bringing useful and
engaging material into the classroom this four volume set covers more than a century of american literary history from 1900
to the present twentieth century and contemporary american literature in context profiles authors and their works and
provides overviews of literary movements and genres through which readers will understand the historical cultural and
political contexts that have shaped american writing twentieth century and contemporary american literature in context
provides wide coverage of authors works genres and movements that are emblematic of the diversity of modern america
not only are major literary movements represented such as the beats but this work also highlights the emergence and
development of modern native american literature african american literature and other representative groups that
showcase the diversity of american letters a rich selection of primary documents and background material provides
indispensable information for student research

Popular Contemporary Writers
2005-10

ninety six alphabetically arranged author profiles include biographical information critical commentary and illustrations

The Encyclopedia of Contemporary American Fiction, 2 Volumes
2022-03-01

fresh perspectives and eye opening discussions of contemporary american fiction in the encyclopedia of contemporary
american fiction 1980 2020 a team of distinguished scholars delivers a focused and in depth collection of essays on some of
the most significant and influential authors and literary subjects of the last four decades cutting edge entries from
established and new voices discuss subjects as varied as multiculturalism contemporary regionalisms realism after
poststructuralism indigenous narratives globalism and big data in the context of american fiction from the last 40 years the
encyclopedia provides an overview of american fiction at the turn of the millennium as well as a vision of what may come it



perfectly balances analysis summary and critique for an illuminating treatment of the subject matter this collection also
includes an exciting mix of established and emerging contributors from around the world discussing central and cutting edge
topics in american fiction studies focused critical explorations of authors and subjects of critical importance to american
fiction topics that reflect the energies and tendencies of contemporary american fiction from the forty years between 1980
and 2020 the encyclopedia of contemporary american fiction 1980 2020 is a must have resource for undergraduate and
graduate students of american literature english creative writing and fiction studies it will also earn a place in the libraries of
scholars seeking an authoritative array of contributions on both established and newer authors of contemporary fiction

William Kennedy
1991

examines how secular transformations of religious ideas have helped to shape the style and substance of works by american
writers filmmakers and artists from catholic backgrounds

American Catholic Arts and Fictions
1992-06-26

intended for teachers and students of american literature this book is the first comprehensive analysis of romantic
tendencies in postmodernist american fiction the book challenges the opinion expressed in the columbia history of the
american novel 1991 and propagated by many influential scholars that the mainstream of postmodernist fiction is
represented by the disjunctive and nihilistic work of such writers as kathy acker donald barthelme and robert coover
professor alsen disagrees he contends that this kind of fiction is not read and taught much outside an isolated but powerful
circle in the academic community it is the two part thesis of professor alsen s book that the mainstream of postmodernist
fiction consists of the widely read work of the nobel prize laureates saul bellow and toni morrison and other similar writers
and that this mainstream fiction is essentially romantic to support his argument professor alsen analyzes representative



novels by saul bellow j d salinger norman mailer flannery o connor john updike kurt vonnegut philip roth thomas pynchon
toni morrison the later john barth alice walker william kennedy and paul auster professor alsen demonstrates that the traits
which distinguish the fiction of the romantic postmodernists from the fiction of their disunctive and nihilist colleagues include
a vision of life that is a form of philosophical idealism an organic view of art modes of storytelling that are reminiscent of the
nineteenth century romance and such themes as the nature of sin or evil the negative effects of technology on the soul and
the quest for transcendence

Romantic Postmodernism in American Fiction
2023-12-21

this set treats the whole of american literature from the european discovery of america to the present with entries in
alphabetical order each of the 350 substantive essays is a major interpretive contribution well known critics and scholars
provide clear and vividly written essays thatreflect the latest scholarship on a given topic as well as original thinking on the
part of the critic the encyclopedia is available in print and as an e reference text from oxford s digital reference shelf at the
core of the encyclopedia lie 250 essays on poets playwrights essayists and novelists the most prominent figures such as
whitman melville faulkner frost morrison and so forth are treated at considerable length 10 000 words by top flight critics
less well known figures arediscussed in essays ranging from 2 000 to 5 000 words each essay examines the life of the author
in the context of his or her times looking in detail at key works and describing the arc of the writer s career these essays
include an assessment of the writer s current reputation with abibliography of major works by the writer as well as a list of
major critical and biographical works about the writer under discussion a second key element of the project is the critical
assessments of major american masterworks such as moby dick song of myself walden the great gatsby the waste land their
eyes were watching god death of a salesmanr or beloved each of these essays offers a close reading of the given work
placing that work in its historical context and offering a range of possibilities with regard to critical approach these fifty
essays ranging from 2 000 to 5 000 words are simply and clearly enough written that an intelligent high school student
should easily understand them but sophisticatedenough that a college student or general reader in a public library will find
the essays both informative and stimulating the final major element of this encyclopedia consists of fifty odd essays on



literary movements periods or themes pulling together a broad range of information and making interesting connections
these essays treat many of the same authors already discussed but in a different context they alsogather into the fold
authors who do not have an entire essay on their work so that zane grey for example is discussed in an essay on western
literature but does not have an essay to himself in this way the project is truly encyclopedic in the conventional sense these
essays aim forcomprehensiveness without losing anything of the narrative force that makes them good reading in their own
right in a very real fashion the literature of the american people reflects their deepest desires aspirations fears and fantasies
the oxford encyclopedia of american literature gathers a wide range of information that illumines the field itself and clarifies
many of its particulars

The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Literature
2004

this publication will fill a gap in the bibliographic reference shelf by identifying historical novels for both adult and young
adult readers iamerican historical fiction r contains over 3 000 titles set in states and historical regions of the united states
entries are organized by time period the newest titles as well as old favorites are covered the volume is indexed by author
title genre subject and geographic setting

American Historical Fiction
1998-10-21

legs the inaugural book in william kennedy s acclaimed albany cycle of novels brilliantly evokes the flamboyant career of
gangster jack legs diamond through the equivocal eyes of diamond s attorney marcus gorman who scraps a promising
political career for the more elemental excitement of the criminal underworld we watch as legs and his showgirl mistress kiki
roberts blaze their gaudy trail across the tabloid pages of the 1920s and 1930s



Legs
1983-01-27

jack s life feels true fascinating entertainment weekly jack nicholson has lived large on and off the screen patrick mcgilligan
one of america s outstanding film biographers has plumbed research and interviews to expand his definitive biography since
its publication twenty years ago jack s life captures the essence of this most private and public of stars with a vivid depiction
of nicholson s tangled dickensian upbringing his hungry years as actor and writer his nearaccidental breakthrough in easy
rider and his prolificacy and artistry ever since with roles in chinatown five easy pieces the shining a few good men as good
as it gets and the departed to name a beloved handful of his sixty plus films mcgilligan captures the life and legacy of this
unabashed and complex personality

Jack's Life: A Biography of Jack Nicholson (Updated and Expanded)
2015-11-09

praise for the print edition no other reference work on american fiction brings together such an array of authors and texts as
this

Encyclopedia of the American Novel
2015-04-22

all great novels are critical novels that is to say experimental novels wich under the pretense of telling a story of bringing
characters to life of interpreting situations slide under our eyes the mirage of a tangible form



Essays in Honor of Enrique García Díez
1991

writing and race brings together specially commissioned essays by new and established authors from a range of disciplines
texts are drawn from subjects and genres that include philosophy politics anthropology sexuality travel fiction and
autobiography through a time span from ancient greece to the present day and a geographical coverage from australia and
europe to the caribbean and the united states the collection investigates the importance of place moment cultural formation
and subject identity in racial representation a substantial introduction establishes the connections between the essays and
lucidly summarizes recent thinking on race explaining in particular the relevance of debates about ethnography accessible
and stimulating writing and race is a multidisciplinary collection that will be of interest to students researchers and lecturers
who study or are interested in race the essays represent a variety of critical approaches thus allowing the reader to compare
and contrast the benefits of each approach extracts of some of the texts that are discussed are included along with an
extensive bibliography to encourage further study

Writing and Race
2017-07-28

more than ten years in the making this comprehensive single volume literary survey is for the student scholar and general
reader the continuum encyclopedia of american literature represents a collaborative effort involving 300 contributors from
across the us and canada composed of more than 1 100 signed biographical critical entries this encyclopedia serves as both
guide and companion to the study and appreciation of american literature a special feature is the topical article of which
there are 70



The Continuum Encyclopedia of American Literature
2005-09-01

in this celebration of contemporary american fiction kathryn hume explores how estrangement from america has shaped the
fiction of a literary generation which she calls the generation of the lost dream in breaking down the divisions among
standard categories of race religion ethnicity and gender hume identifies shared core concerns values and techniques
among seemingly disparate and unconnected writers including t coraghessan boyle ralph ellison russell banks gloria naylor
tim o brien maxine hong kingston walker percy n scott momaday john updike toni morrison william kennedy julia alvarez
thomas pynchon leslie marmon silko and don delillo hume explores fictional treatments of the slippage in the immigrant
experience between america s promise and its reality she exposes the political link between contemporary stories of lost
innocence and liberalism s inadequacies she also invites us to look at the literary challenge to scientific materialism in
various searches for a spiritual dimension in life the expansive future promised by the american dream has been replaced
hume finds by a sense of tarnished morality and a melancholy loss of faith in america s exceptionalism american dream
american nightmare examines the differing critiques of america embedded in nearly a hundred novels and points to the
source for recovery that appeals to many of the authors

The American Billiard Record
1870

in this fascinating study vivian lynch examines the distinguished career of novelist william kennedy placing particular
emphasis on the irish and american themes in his work she thoroughly analyzes each of kennedy s novels and argues that
each holds a meaningful place in a cycle that is based on the construction of creative imaginative warriors her study
specifically considers the classical and modern influences on kennedy s work and addresses the ways in which it is related to
the literature of james joyce in her effort to produce a definitive study of kennedy s work lynch relies on a variety of sources
including critiques and published interviews as well as personal communication with the author himself



American Dream, American Nightmare
2022-08-15

often compared to joyce and faulkner kennedy examines the people in his native community to make observations and
revelations about the dynamics of life in general the result is a portrait of the author s vision of the american experience a
portrait shaded toward the experience of the disenfranchised the immigrant and the ethnic especially irish american the
striker the outlaw the bum kennedy received critical acclaim and a pulitzer prize in 1983 for his depiction of the homeless in
his novel ironweed this study examines all of kennedy s works to his most recent novel quinn s book 1988

Portraits of Artists
1999

nearly 200 000 m b a aspirants tke the gmat annually to gain admission to business school a growing number year after
year this year even more students are expected to take the gmat to make themselves more competitive in the job
marketplace kaplan gmat 2004 features proven strategies to score higher on all areas of the cat computer adaptive test
hundreds of realistic practice questions one full length exam with detailed explanations for every answer expert advice on
writing effective essays since 1997 when the gmat became available exclusively on computer kaplan has offered innovative
computer adaptive test taking strategies

Understanding William Kennedy
1991

kaplan test prep guides give test takers everything they need to succeed test taking techniques including how to test
confidently guess strategically and pace themselves strategic approaches to all the multiple choice sections step by step



advice for constructing effective analytical writing essays and more the accompanying software includes timed practice test
simulations and thorough explanations with the click of a mouse

Kaplan GMAT 2004
2003

kaplan gmat comprehensive new york metro edition is the ideal resource for the many test takers in the region

Kaplan GMAT All-in-One Test Prep Plus Business
1996-03

from the leading authority on the new computer adaptive gmat graduate management admissions test comes this essential
guide which guarantees a higher score recent changes in the gmat have heightened anxiety about this exam and only
kaplan offers proven computer adaptive strategies developed through their intensive experience with the new cat with the
gmat now offered only on computer students must adapt their traditional test taking strategies to fit this new format kaplan
provides proven computer adaptive techniques to help students become confident and accurate testers gmat cat 1999 2000
provides a full length test with detailed explanations as well as strategic approaches to the mathematic verbal and analytic
sections in addition students will find expert advice on constructing effective essays previous edition 0 684 847590

GMAT
2005-06

the gmat is a computerized test offered year round by appointment kaplan the trusted leader in test preparation offers a
comprehensive guide to help business school applicants prepare for this challenging exam



Kaplan GMAT All-in-one
1995

designed for business school applicants who wish to prepare independently for the gmat this test prep guide features
hundreds of realistic practice questions four sample gmat cats computer adaptive tests and a cd rom with interactive
lessons practice questions a personalized study plan and more

GMAT
2004

kaplan gmat 2011 premier with cd rom is a ground breaking prep program that uses the latest technology and advanced
internet tools to maximize a student s score along with the proven score raising strategies and essential practice needed to
achieve a top score this invaluable guide offers exclusive free access to an interactive online companion with exceptional
assets including video mini lessons in which kaplan s top tutors review the most important concept from each chapter in 3 4
minute video sessions liveonline a state of the art online seminar complete with audio video instant chat whiteboards and
screen sharing bonus cd rom with additional offline practice diagnostic quiz to target areas for score improvement new
practice quizzes every month a customizable study plan and progress report this comprehensive preparation program also
provides the kaplan exclusive q rater system which rates the difficulty of practice questions 5 full length gmat practice tests
sidebars with insider tips and tricks from high scoring expert instructors a quick start guide to streamline your test prep
experience hundreds of additional practice questions and detailed answer explanations test specifics the gmat is a
computerized test that is administered year round by appointment september to december is the high season for gmat
thousands of graduate management programs around the world use the gmat in their admissions process



Kaplan GMAT CAT 1999-2000
1999

kaplan knows that one of the most useful ways to ensure a high score on the gmat the graduate management admissions
test is to simulate the actual test taking experience with the gmat now offered only on computer students must adapt their
traditional test taking strategies to fit this new format only kaplan the undisputed authority on the new tests offer proven
computer adaptive techniques to help students become confident and accurate testers this essential package contains a
valuable combination of book and cd rom programme offering an introduction to the new test and computer adaptive test
taking strategies it comes complete with more than ten tests worth of realistic practice questions and three full length
sample gmat cats

Kaplan GMAT 2004 with CD-ROM
2003

reviews news articles interviews and essays capturing 100 years of art architecture literature music dance theater film and
television

Kaplan GMAT 1997-98
1997

the journal of sport literature



GMAT 2003 with CD-ROM
2002

accompanying cd rom higher score on the gmat includes 4 simulated computer adaptive tests test analysis 15 math review
lessons practice math and verbal tests

Kaplan GMAT 2010-2011 Premier with CD-ROM
2010-01-05

from then into now is the first study of william kennedy s famous albany novels that provides both a close analysis of each
novel and describes the integrated nature of the cycle of novels

Kaplan GMAT 2000-2001
2000

The New York Times Guide to the Arts of the 20th Century: 1900-1929
2002
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